
O S W A L D S Z E M E R É N Y I 

T H E AGENT N O U N TYPES lâwâgetâs — lâwâgos 

In recent years I have tried to show in a number of studies 
that the Mycenaean evidence often helps us towards reaching 
definitive solutions of long-standing problems of historical Greek 
such as the -t- suffix of the perfect participle active., the nasal 
enlargement of certain Greek comparatives, etc. This time I 
should like to take up the compound agent noun type which can 
be exemplified with Mycenaean lâwâgetâs or Homeric Kuvn-
yÉTTìs. Our efforts to clarify the complexities of this formation 
will receive considerable help from the data of Mycenaean Greek*. 

A survey of the historical facts best starts with the noun KU-
vriyÉTris which appears in Homer (once,, at Od. 9.120) and con
tinues in use down to the end of the Classical period (Plato,, Plato 
Com., etc.). From it are derived the verbs KuvnyécraGû (Attic 
KUvnyÉTTCo) and the clearer KUvnyeTéco as also the nominal forms 
KuvnysTiKÓc, Kuvnyécnov, all used in Classical times. Although 
--nyéTnç itself only appears in this word in Homer, there is a size
able group of compounds formed with it in later Greek, some of 
which, although attested much later, are obviously very old: 

Mouo-nyÉTTis, NuncpriyÉTris, Moipâyé-rns, è(36onayéTr)s ; 
ÀôyÉTâç, ápxTiyÉTTis ; 
crrporrayéTaç, ÇevâyÉTaç, ÂoxâyéTaç, iroÔriyÉTriç. 

Some again have derivatives: 

àpxriyeTÉco, iroÔriyeTéco, crrpocTnysTÉco. 

The first draft of this paper goes back to 1962. I have tried to take account of 

more recent work but sometimes it seemed interesting to allow the text to stand 

in its original form and refer to similar arguments and results of others in the 

footnotes only. 
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In view of the fact that, beside these compounds., we also find 
the type in -nyós •—accidentally first attested by Homer's àvf\p 
ôxsTnyoç II. 21.257, followed by Archilochus' aTporrnyoç, Alcman's 
Xopâyoç, Aeschylus' Kuvdyoç etc.— one is led to seek compounds 
with dyoo in the type KuvnyéTriç, too1. But Meillet thought that 
f)yéo|jai was a better fit2, and Chantraine, who some years ago 
re-examined the question3, decided that while -riyos was clearly 
from ôcyco, KUvnyéTriç was easier to understand with rìyéoiica4. 

In these circumstances one would like to see the question 
settled whether phrases like KUVCOV fiyeiadoci or Kuaiv r̂ yeicrOcu 
were ever used in Greek. As far as I can see, this is never the case, 
and therefore it would seem impossible to try to find f]yeïauai in 
KuvriyETTic. The verb ayco, on the other hand, is frequently used 
with animal names and collocations like ITTTTOV, TÍIJUOVOV, (3O0V 

dyeiv are frequent. Even the phrase KÚVCX dyeiv occurs in Homer, 
though not in the sense of hunting but «bringing up (from Hades)», 
see IL 8.368 and Od. 11.623. But the fact that KUVCC(Ç) dyeiv 
does not occur in the meaning «hunt» seems an accident. For 
in the Odyssey (17.294 f.) it is said of Argos, Odysseus' faithful 
hound : 

TÒV 8è TrápoiOev áyívsaKov véoi dvSpeç 
aïyaç hv' àypoTépas f]Sè irpoKaç f]ôè Àaycoouç 

«In years gone by the young huntsmen had often taken him out 
after wild goats, deer, and hares» (Rieu, Penguin Odyssey). Here 
the phrase KÙVOC(Ç) dyiveïv obviously continues an earlier KUVOC(Ç) 

dyeiv. 

This interpretation receives decisive support from the Myce
naean tablets. They have produced not only the word ku-na-
ke-ta = KuvâyéTâs but also the much nobler, and much more 
important, ra-wa-ke-ta = ÀâfâyéTcxç «leader of the army»5 . The 

1 Cf. Wackernagel, Kleine Schriften, p. 935; E. Fránkel, Nomina agentis I , pp. 59 ff.; 
Bjòrck, Das Alpha impurum, 1950, pp. 136 f., 291 f. 

2 BSL 23, 1922, pp. 83 f. 
3 See his Etudes sur le vocabulaire grec, 1956, pp. 85 f., esp. 91-92. 
4 This is also Frisk's view, GEW I , p . 621. 
5 Chadwick, MT II, 1958, p . 107, interprets e-ro-pa-ke-ta as êÀo^âysTâç «rounder 

up of deer». This may be correct, although both ro = Aa (elsewhere «deer» is 
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(linguistic) importance of the latter lies in the fact that, while 
ku-na-ke-ta may from the formal point of view be either from 
âyéouca or from áyco^ ra-wa-ke-ta can only be from áyco. For in 
Mycenaean the intervocalic -s- had only recently disappeared 
and as a result the hiatus had not yet been eliminated by 
contraction. Just as KTOIVO-(A)O)(OS appears as ko-to-no-o-ko, so 
*Àâfo-^âyÉTâs would appear as *ra-wo-a-ke-ta or *ra-wo-a2-ke-ta. 
But a compound with áyco, ÀâfoayeTctç,, was contracted ac
cording to the «early» laws and resulted in lâwâgetâs. And if 
lawagetas can only contain áyco., not, although the meaning would 
be suitable^ âyéouoci6; KuvâyéTâç., where f]yeïa6cu is impossible 
semantically^ must for two reasons contain áyco. This conclusion 
is borne out by the fact that in later times^ when a competing 
term Kuvnyóc is coined ̂  it is again the verb áyco that is used7. 

Furthermore^ we must not lose sight of the fact that from 
fjyéoucu we should expect a derivative riynTriç., not fiyéTnç; the 
expected form is seen in i]yr)Tcop8. If we find OÌKÉTTÌS, yaiiÉTnç, 
the reason is that they are not derived from obceco, yocuéco., but 
from oÍKos, yápioc,, just as CUÀSTTIS, ônuÉTriç derive from nouns^ 
not verbs. The true agent noun from OÎKÉCO is attested in OÎKTÎ-

Tr)S and the difference between it («dweller») and OÌKÉTTÌS 

(«slave») could not be greater; cf.̂  e. g v Plato^ Phaedo 111b: 
oÌKf|Tccc Oeoùç eivai. One of the most archaic representatives of 
the type^ the noun STTÌS «clansman^ citizen» is in any case a 
denominative^ not a deverbative substantive9. If, at a late date. 

e-ra-po-) is to be noted and the meaning of dyco (or fiyéo|iai) does not suit the 
meaning of the compound; iÀoccpâyépTaç might be conceivable, cf. áyépTCü, 
ciTocyépTOü. — On the Mycenaean ra-wa-ke-ta see the recent studies (all with 
further references) of Adrados, Effenterre and de Lorenzi in Atti Roma, pp. 559 f., 
588 f., 888 f. ; and K. Wundsam, Die politisene und soziale Struktur in den mykeni-
schen Residenzen nach den Linear B Texten, Vienna 1968, pp. 50 f. 
This also applies to the later crrpaTayéTCxç, obviously based on ÀâfâyÉTecç. 
The essence of this argument was given at JHS 78, 1958, p . 148, and is now ac
cepted by Ruijgh also, see his Etudes, pp. 69 with n. 103, and 119. 
Specht (K£ 59) 1932, pp. 53 f.) even thinks that f)ye|ji(jûv cannot be from f)yé-
onou but is from âysucov: *âyco was changed after r]yáoiion. Cf. Frànkel, Gioita 
32, 1952, p . 25; Bolelli, ASNPisa 22, 1953, p. 6 n. 1. 

Risch is, I think, wrong in trying to derive (Wortbildung der horn. Spr., p. 31, but 
see now also MH 14, 1957, p . 65) all denominatives (including £hrr)Ç, TOÇOTT|Ç, 
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there are nouns in -nyÉTns which must be traced to fìyéoiJiai10^ 
that was made possible by the increasing semantic proximity 
of ccyco and f|yéo|iai. The presence or absence of -s- in the com
pounds of ocyco (i. e. -riyé-rriç but KUVOCKTOCC Trapatoraç)11 would be 
paralleled by -TiyspsTa : èyépTT|ç (or áyépTr)s?)_, sO(ievÉTT|ç : Mév-
TT|S, ù îPpEUÉTTìS : avaÇi|3pévTâç apyi[3pévTâç12. 

The later development of this type also presents points of 
interest13. As we have seen above^ -ôyeTôcç comes to be replaced 
by -âyoç, and the various compounds,, among them x°pâyoç, 
Àcxccyoç, orpcrrâyoç, almost completely oust the former type from 
this sphere. But the latter type itself acquires a formidable rival 
in the type with -aycoyoç which begins to flourish in the 5th cen
tury B.C. : êiraycoyos, Çuvaycoyoç etc v vu^aycoyoç, TrcaSaycoyoç, 
yuxaycoyoç, On (jay coy oç etc. The old ôxeTnyoç gives way to *oxsTa-
ycoyós (in ôxsTaycoyia)^ and when «leader of a pack» is required^ 
Kuvaycoyós steps in for the unusable Kuvnyoç. Only nautical terms 
escaped the general decay^ they even experienced a limited re
vival: contrary to the general trendy the «old» vf]sç ÓTTÀiTocyco-
yoí; ÍTtTraycoyoí, arraycoyoí, oivaycoyoí begin to be replaced by 
ÎTnrrnyoç, aiTnyoç, í|icnT|yóc, àÀnyoç and even TTOTaiJiriyóc. 

The outline of the development seems fairly clear: early 
-ây-ÉTaç begins to be replaced by -âyoç with the first appearance 
of literary records^ only to give way to -ocycoyós from about the 
5th century. These successive changes demand some explanation. 

The first change^ from -âyexâç to -âyoç, is rather exaggerated. 
The fact that from the Mycenaean period we have^ so far,, only 
the type in -âyeTâç, must be due to the hazards of capricious 

VOÍÚTTIS, àypÓTT|s) from deverbatives; see against this Redard , Les noms grecs en 

-THZ, -TIZ, 1949, p . 232 n. 8. Risch also compares KUVT|yÉTT|S with r|yr|TCüp (28, 
approved by Redard, p . 5, Chantraine, p . 89 n. 5) without explaining the dif
ference in the vowel, see JHS1Q, 1958, p . 148. Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I , p . 500, 
traces the nouns OÏKÉTTÎÇ

 e t c - t o the single STTÏÇ but this noun presupposes *swe-tà, 

the alleged *swet- is meaningless. 
10 E. g. TrpoKa9riyéTT|ç, see Chantraine, p . 89. 
11 See Lat te , Gioita 32, 1952, pp. 36 f. 
12 But see the text further on. 
13 The facts are given by Wackernagel, Kleine Schriften, pp . 954 f.; Bjôrck, op. cit., 

pp. 292 f. See also Sommer, Zum Zahlwort, 1951, p . 12 n. 1. 
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transmission. Since the «later» type in -ayos is well-established 
at the beginning of history and is shown to be the IE type both 
by the agreement of Avestan navdza- = Skrt. navaja- «boatman», 
and the archaic lengthening of -ay-, it can hardly be assumed that it 
is a post-Mycenaean innovation. From which it seems to follow that 
the -âyos stratum is a yet submerged area; the only representa
tives to emerge so far have undergone some influence as a result 
of which the original -âyos was changed to -âyeTôcç. Once the 
facts are put in this perspective there can be little doubt that the 
original Àâfâyos became ÀâfâyéTâs under the influence of the 
group mentioned before: féTâs, foiKÉTas etc. We should also 
bear in mind that we know one other Mycenaean term that 
shows the same structure: whatever his exact status., the ekwetas 
can be described as a courtier of some standings while the form 
of his name shows the suffix -ÉTCCÇ. The other term in -âyeTâs, 
Myc. KUvâyéTâs, belongs in meaning and standing either to the 
sphere of the foiKÉTaç or, if he ranks higher, of the ekwetas and 
lâwâgetâs. 

As is known^ the term ÀâfâyéTâs survived into historical times. 
Pindar uses ÀâyéTâs several times (01. 1.89; P. 3.85; 4.107; 
10.31), as does Sophocles (fr. 22-1.12), while the Ionic form 
appears as AnyéTTis in the name of a Delphic proxenos from Elea14. 
The latter is important because it can hardly be transposed from 
a non-Ionic ÀâyéTâç. It rather shows that the Mycenaean Àâfâ
yéTâs survived among the later Ionian colonists and regularly 
became An (f )riyéTris and eventually AnyéT-ns15. But along with it 
we also have Aâyos from Àâfâyos (with the usual accent change 
in the name) in the name of the father of Ptolemy I16. There is 
no reason to assume that Kuvnyos is merely an lonicized form of 

14 See Dittenberger, Sylloge3, p. 585 1. 230, referring to 179/8 B.C. — On AâyÉTâs 
see Robert , Noms indigènes dans l'Asie Mineure gréco-romaine I , 1963, pp. 115 f. 

16 This is also Bechtel's view, see his HPN, p . 279. 
16 See RE s.u.— For a short while it seemed as if a stirrup-jar found at Mycenae 

in 1966 had produced evidence of the early existence of lawagos, cf. Wundsam, 
op. cit., pp . 55, 63. But the inscription seems to be ]ka-ra-u-ko which, if complete 
on the left, could be the name Glaukos, see now Joost Crouwel, Nestor 520; 
Raison, Vases, p . 147. On Mycenaean ra-wa-ke-ja see Ruijgh, Etudes, pp. 119, 
265 n. 151. 
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Doric Kuvâyoç17, just as the word orpcariyóc, first attested in Archi-
lochus (60; 1 D) , cannot be anything but an Attic-Ionic term. 
The Doric, more explicitly Spartan, influence came later; its 
representatives, Àoxâyoç, oûpâyoç, Çevâyoç, were never acclimatized 
into -nyoç. With xop^yos one feels rather less certain. If native 
Attic, the form ought to be xopâyoç. On the other hand the origin 
of Attic drama is traced to Doric countries, so that Doric prove
nience cannot be excluded. Against this stands the fact that 
Xopoi are well-known in Homeric society and cannot be borrowed 
from the Dorians. On balance, it seems safer to consider yppr\yó<; 
a native Attic term, which owes its -nyoç to the other compounds18. 

The contradictory picture presented by Mycenaean and Early 
Historical Greeks so puzzling at first, may thus be resolved into 
a difference between ordinary Greek and the special terminology 
of the Mycenaean court (s). The type in -âyos was, at least in a 
small group of words, well-established from IE times and through
out the Mycenaean period. At the court, however, some of the 
courtiers acquired -eras as a sign of their special closeness to the 
ruling clan (or class). But when the palace society broke down, 
the old type, surviving in the country and in outlying areas (hence 
also Doric), reasserted itself and appeared as the only productive 
type at the beginning of the historical period19. 

This seems to be Chantraine's view, op. cit., p . 92. 

The word is of course from )(opòv dyeiv, not ijyeîaôca (as seems suggested by 

Chantraine, p . 91 , end of 2nd paragraph) . Note the phrases xopoùç eicráyeiv, 

ccváyeiv. In view of the fact that riyeouoa semantically differs considerably from 

the usually compared words of other languages, i.e. Lat. sâgiô, Gothic sokjan 

«seek» (cf. Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I , p . 29; Frisk, GEW I , p . 622) one is even 

led to suggest that rjyéoiicü has nothing to do with these words (so rightly Mezger, 

KZ 62, 1934, p . 261 n. 2) and that it is a secondary Greek creation based on 

the courtly terms in -âyeTâç «leader». From this a stem *age- could be extracted. 

This would easily account for the peculiar -e- in derivatives of fiyeouai. The 

usual construction with the dative is due to ETTOHOCI (the genitive to the verbs 

of ruling), so that ëironai could also account for the secondary aspiration of 

áyéo| ja i . 

This does not mean of course that the old terminology disappeared without a 

trace; KUvn,ysTr|S for example and its group were long dying (see Chantraine, 

Etudes sur le vocabulaire grec, pp . 85 f., esp. 92 f.). We are all familiar with the 

phenomenon that the traditions and pastimes of a disappearing social stratum 

are taken over by the «new men». And we can see that the old noble terms had 
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But, as we have seen, the type in -âyoç was from the 5th 
century B. C. onwards endangered and eventually ousted by the 
more vigorous rival in -aycoyoç. This again poses an important 
question: where did the new type come from? 

The data of the 5th century give us an unmistakable clue. 
Wackernagel observed that, in the case of prepositional com
pounds with áyco, adjectival derivatives present, from Aeschylus 
onwards, -aycoyoç: in a y coy oç, Çuvaycoyoç, aTraycoyóc, irpoaayco-
yóc, TTpoaycoyós, aunTrepiaycoyoç, ávaycoyóc, characterised by â (in 
contrast to the old -âyoç) and the peculiar reduplication. The 
short a and the time of first attestation combine to show that 
the type cannot be old. In fact -aycoyoç cannot be explained in 
this form since an active adjective of this type (with reduplication) 
is otherwise unknown. But, says Wackernagel, a noun of action, 
áycoyr),, also makes its first appearance with Aeschylus and «this 
shows a normal formation ; aycoyfi : ay- = axcoKri : OCK-, e5co8f] : 
êS-, ÔTrcoirr]: ÔTT-» (loe. cit., p. 954). And since the relation of Tpo-
cpf]: Tpo<póc, óx"n: ôxoç etc. was a living pattern, adjectives in 
-aycoyoç were built on the old áycoyr]. An exact parallel is pre
sented by Hippocrates' êôcoÔoç formed from êScoSr) (already 
in Homer). 

There can be no doubt that Wackernagel's explanation is, 
on account of its very simplicity, rather attractive: all we need 
to accept is that the new type in -aycoyós was made possible by 
the existence of the noun áycoyr). All the same, the problem is 
not solved really. It is all important to know at what time the 
innovated -aycoyós became possible, in other words, at what 
time áycoyr] itself was created. For it is needless to argue at length 
at this late hour that áycoyrj is neither itself of Indo-European 
date20 nor its type of Indo-European origin: it is confined to 
Greek21, and is represented by very few words indeed. Wacker-

a special hold on the language of cult: MoicrayéTCCs, NuuçriysTriç, â(3SouayÉTaç 
etc. are survivals or innovations ventured on the model of the old terms. Lyco-
phron's ÎTrTrnyéTns, vco/r|yéTr|Ç, TroSriyéTTìs are a noteworthy exploitation of the 
noble type by a late-comer. 

Ambrosini (ASNPisa 26, 1957, p . 86) still tries to explain êÔco6r|, áyooyn as Indo-
European lengthened-grade forms. 
This is rightly emphasized by Chantraine, Formation, p . 20. 
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nagel, to be sure,, regarded âycoyf) as a regular formation,, justi
fied by the existence of CCKCOKT], ê8co5r|, ôircoirr) (all in Homer) . 
But the truth is that cxKCOKr), like dycoyr)., is from a root with a-
vocalism, OK-, with a «remarkable o-degree»22. The word eScoSf) 
is from a root with ¿-vocalism, kS-, and therefore an ó-degree 
might seem less surprising; but the fact is that there is no o-degree 
in this root23 and the combination of this feature with redupli
cation remains something that calls for an explanation. The 
remaining word, ôircoirr),, is less of a puzzle: forms like coirà, dç 
coirà, so-called lengthened-grade forms, are well-known; the 
reduplication is the normal one seen in the perfect ôircoircc; so 
a noun ôircoirri seems a possible formation., although it appears 
to be based on a perfect. But even if ôircoirri were accepted as a 
«correct» form, it is impossible to see how it could have produced 
ccKcoKr), ê6co5r) (áycoyn). Surely,, the only pattern tha t a speaker 
could perceive in ôircoirr) was ôir-coir-f], an «-stem in which the 
well-known root oír- was doubled, the second time even lengthen
ed. This pattern could only have led to OCK-: *aK-âK-â, dy- : 
*ây-ây-â, êô-: *ê6-r|5-â, but never to CXK-COK- etc.; this is in fact 
what we find in ccKT|Koa etc. 

A better explanation offers itself if we examine êÔcoSf). Risch 
suggested that this was a normal reduplicating formation based, 
not on the attested perfect èÔr|8-, but on a lost êôcoÔ-24. In other 
words, the reduplicated perfect itself originally had o-vocalism 
in the root. But it is difficult to see how such a form can be jus
tified. The assumption that the perfect participle of this verb 
(êÔnôcos in Homer) ever had a different vocalism from that of 

Chantraine, loc. cit. 

I ignore here both Arm. owtem «eat», usually derived from *ôd-, and, even more 
so, Lithu. úodas «midge» (allegedly «eater»). For the latter see Vasmer, REW I , 
p . 163 (vadéñ) and I I , p . 249 (ovod); it is in my view simply Russian ovod contract
ed to ôd and then adapted to Lithu. uod-. For the Armenian verb Frisk, GEW I , 
p . 444, and Godei, Revue des Etudes Arméniennes, N.S. 2, 1966, p . 26, still accept 
an iterative *ôdeyô for which there is no parallel; it is quite sufficient to assume 
a compound *op-ëd- (cf. Slavic ob-ëd-) which developed into *owit-, *out-, owt-. 
— On the presents edmijedmi see now also Narten, Studies Kuiper, 1969 p . 15 
n. 44. 
Risch, Wortbildung der horn. Spr., pp . 8, 292. 
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the perfect singular25 is without foundation, is in fact only made 
to explain the awkward noun ê5co5f|. Lat. idi, Gmc. (plur.) 
ëtum, clearly show that the perfect was never ôd-, but ëd-, obviously 
because the «reduplicated» e-ed- (in laryngealist terms Hxe-Hxed-
or even H^-H^d-)26 contracted to ëd- already in Indo-European. 
In any case, what one expects in a noun {nomen actionis or acti), 
formed from an ¿-vowel root; is simply the o-grade27: epopee, TO|ÌT| 

etc. I t is therefore from *ô5â that we must start. The real question 
is whether the wide gap between *o5o: and the attested êÔcoSr) 
can be bridged. Kurylowicz Çloc. cit.) speaks of a reduplicated 
formation (*â8-o8-cc) which; with «morphological» lengthening, 
resulted in âScoSr). This ingenious interpretation is elaborated 
in a later chapter where he explains the origin of the so-called 
Attic reduplication: óÀcoÀcc, cWiKoa, etc. (loc. cit., pp. 269 f.). 
Since, as we have seen, our nouns are generally connected with 
this reduplication, we must examine the new theory. 

Abandoning his earlier explanation28, Kurylowicz now main
tains that this peculiar reduplication developed after the emergence 
of the so-called prothetic vowels. By that time the inherited verbal 
forms leudh- (present): leloudhe (perfect) had changed to *IAsu0-: 
*lÂeÀou0e, and the new pattern naturally resulted in the rein-
terpretation of the perfect as *sÀ-eÀou0- where èÀou0- showed 
the regular o-vocalism of the root sÀev0- (cf. -ÀOITT-, etc.), while 
âÀ- was felt to be a kind of repetition of the root. The attested 
6ÀT]Àou0- arose when éÀeÀou0-, under the influence of the com
positional lengthening seen in TTOÔ-r]ve|Jos, introduced the same 
lengthening. 

However ingenious this new «morphological» principle, I 
cannot agree that it explains the phenomena any better than 

Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I , p . 541. 

See Benveniste, Archivum Linguisticum 1, 1948, pp . 16 f. Winter reconstructs *Hd-

-e-Hd- (Language 26, 1950, p . 368). On Cowgill's Germanic *eat (Language 36, 
1960, pp . 491 f.) see Makajev, Linguistics 10, 1964, p . 42 n. 49; Polonie, Proceed

ings of the 9th Congress of Linguists, 1962, 1964, p . 873; Lindeman, NTS 22, 1968, 
p . 76. 
Kurylowicz, Apophonie, p . 186, rightly speaks of the type TOUT). 

See, e. g., Etudes indo-européennes I , 1935, pp . 32-33. On Nikitina's attempi, to save 
the old explanation see Szemerényi, Syncope, 1964, pp. 7 n. 1 and 112 n. 2. 
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Kurylowicz's own phonetical explanation which is now discarded. 
At no time could there have been in any Greek speaker's mind 
a connection between £À-sÀou0- and TTOÔ-CCVSUOÇ ; the former is 
not a «compound» in any sense of the term. This principle,, ap 
plied by Kurylowicz several times in the new book, remains 
unconvincing. He also has to assume that the new pattern of the 
prothetic roots was then transferred even to roots with inherited 
initial vowel: *f)8oc became *i8-r¡8-a; *copa, *coAa, *cou-, *f)Àa~ 
gave way to ôpcopcc, ôÀcoÀoc, òucou-, eÀnÀoc- etc. 

There is no doubt that if the first step,, the explanation of 
âÀnÀouO- is granted., the others follow without any major hitch. 
But, as we have seen, the first step is unacceptable. On the other 
hand; it is also clear that the chain works just as well the other 
way around. If monosyllabic stems like e5-, 08-, ôp-, ÔÀ- replaced 
the old perfects *fjôoc, *coÔa, *¿bpa, *coÀoc, by IS-nÔa, oô-coÔa, 
óp-copa, óÀ-coÀa, then disyllabic stems such as âÀa-, dcKOu(cr)-, 
6ÀSU0-, ôpsy-, êv£K- easily followed suit and formed âÀr|Àoc-, 
ÔCKTIKOU-, eÀTìÀouO-, ôpcopoy-, évrivoK-, irrespective of whether the 
initial vowel was inherited or prothetic29. The question is whether 
we can see why such a change should have taken place. 

Now, as mentioned earlier, Lat. idi and Gmc. it- guarantee 
the perfect *id- and there can be no doubt that this is represented 
by (e6-) r|S-. The perfect-inflection would have been f]8a/fj<j0a/ 
fj6e//f)aTOv//fiÔpi8v/f)aTe/(?)f|ôaai. It is at once clear that most 
of these forms were quite useless because they were homonymous 
with other verbal forms, both of êôui (impf. fjOusv, rjcrrs, ?]CTTOV) 

and of dui (fiaOa, fjoTov, fjcnre). Something had to be done, and 
the way out is clearly indicated by other forms of this stem. Wak-
kernagel drew attention to the fact30 that the Homeric couriered 
appears in Herodotus in the forms Kpccòv eoecrrorì coucov (3.99) ; 
èSecn-f)ç, as he perceived, replaced *êcrrr|S (EÔ-TÔ-S), by prefixing 
the stem 6Ô- to earns which had become obscure. In the same 
way31 *êcTOs, êcréov were «refreshed» after eÔouoa, sSno-. There 

29 Schwyzer, Griech. Gratnm. 1, pp. 650, 766, also thinks that ópcùpcc replaced *á>pa 
etc., but does not explain how. 

30 Wackernagel, KZ 33, 1893, p. 38 = Kleine Schriften, p . 717; Frankel, Nomina 
agentis I , p . 226; Chantraine, RPh 34, 1960, pp. 180-181. 

31 Wackernagel, loc. cit.; Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I, pp. 503, 775 n. 7. — See now 
also Benveniste, BSL 59, 1964, pp. 28 f. 
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is perhaps one further example in Homer himself. The well-
known âÔnTUs which occurs only in the genitive is rather baf
fling from the point of view of formation. To say that here the 
suffix -TU- is added by means of the enlargement -è-32 is not an 
explanation^ especially if we notice that the expected form *êcrruç 
is paralleled by *èoros (from *ed-to-) which appears in Ôenrvria-
TOÇ, SopirnaTOç33. There can be no doubt that êÔnTUç replaces 
the expected *êcrrus. But how? Since substantival derivatives of 
*s5- appeared in compounds (ÔEÎTrvr)crroç, vf̂ oTic etc.) with a 
lengthened vowels this was first extended to the simplex34,, mak
ing it *i]crruç. This was then reshaped to êô-ricrrus, and it seems 
clear that s5r)TÚs' in our texts is due to dissimilation. One of the 
most important and frequent phrases containing our word is 
oarràp ÉTTSÌ TTOCTIOÇ Kai â5r|(a)TUos èc; epov êVro35. Here the 
radical ex of éOnaTÚos was followed by two further a-s and also 
preceded by two. An additional factor may have been that nouns 
in -nTUS (*ópx"nTUc) tended to be reshaped to -ncn-uc; during 
the transitional period there occurred hyper-correct forms,, and 
è5r|TUç must be of that type36. 

32 See, e. g., Chantraine, Formation, p . 290. Frisk, GEW 1, p . 444, refers to |3oriTUç 
àyopr|T\!/s (as does Benveniste, BSL 59, 1964, p . 30) but here ë belongs to the 
verbal stem. 

33 Wackernagel, Das Dehnungsgesetz, p . 31 = Kleine Schriften, p . 927; Frisk, GEW I , 
p . 358. 

34 Unless the simplex was in fact extracted from compounds; on the relation of 
-tu- in compounds and simple nouns, see Benveniste, Noms d'agent et noms d'action, 
1948, pp. 109 f. — For a parallel -¿¿-stem scm- from *ed-ti- (denied by Chantraine, 
BSL 59, 1964, pp. 16 and 19) we need not content ourselves with Iranian asti-
(Benveniste, ibidem, pp. 34 f.), for it survives in Greek, too, first in èaOico which 
is simply *èaTt-(jy)co transformed after the very frequent root-imperative Icr0i, 
from *ed-dhi, secondly in ecmáco which means «to feast someone» and has (origi
nally at least) nothing to do with the hearth but is simply from *áo"TÍa «eating» 
(a derivative of *esti- in sadico), and meant «to give to eat». 

36 E. g. //. 1.469; 2.432; 7.323, etc. (22 cimes). 
36 At Gioita 1, 1916, pp. 202 n. 2, Wackernagel suggested that Horn. STTT|TÚS (and 

6Trr)TT]c) were from sirco with the ë seen in s5nTUç; but the formation still remains 
unjus.ified. Is it possible that STTTÍTÚS represents 6Tn-TtT|-TUÇ (and sirnTris an earlier 
67Ti-Trr]-Tr)ç) from IE *pa- «protect»? — The equally puzzling TTOTTÎTOÇ, TTOTfJTOC, 
prompted Wackernagel's suggestion (GGJV 1914, p . 35 = Kleine Schriften, p . 1137) 
that an old *TTOTr) «drinking» in the phrase £8r)TÚos r\8è TTOTTÎÇ was transformed 
into a hexameter end by changing it to TTOTfJTOS. Fránkel (Gioita 32, 1952, p . 30, 
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The forms è8-scnT|Ç, êô-scrros,, é5-r|(cr)TÚs clearly indicate 
a process to which Greek often had recourse in order to re-establish 
etymological relations that had become blurred by phonological 
developments. The forms êÔ-ricrôoc, âS-nore, and then of course 
also 6Ôr)8a, ê'Ôr)Ôe, are due to this instinct of self-preservation37. 

I t will be seen now how *ôÔ<x, the expected noun of è§-, could 
become *êSo5â. And once this stage was reached^ a connection 
between *á6o8á and £8r|Ôa became inevitable. And since the 
normal relation between verb : noun was (?:<? (but not ë:o) —-this 
is seen in priyvv^i/pcoC but also in dpf)yco: apcoyr)— *eSo8â had 
to become èÔcoÔf). The normal tendency to alternate r\ with co, 
and even e-r\ with o-co^ is well illustrated by áAÁr)Á-o5co8ÓTar 
aÀÀr|Àof3ópoi Hsch.38. 

Tha t the reduplication in these nouns is a «fortuitous» devel
opment and not due to the noun being really derived from perfects 
is of course quite clear39. In the case of OTTCOTTT] we have one further 
reason for suspecting the «reduplicated» noun. The expected noun 
ÔTTâ (cf. *ô8cc) is only attested in Aristophanes' cmf) «openings 
hole»j but its early coinage is guaranteed not only by the semantic 
development from «eye» (cf. window = wind-eye,, needle's eye) 
but also by Horn. ávÓTroaoc40. I t is also attested^ with the normal 

see now also Chantraine, BSL 59, 1964, p . 15) tries to defend an abstract TTOTO-

TTJT- (gen. TroTOTT)T05 by haplology gave TTOTfJTOs) but misses the point that a 
derivative in -TT)T- just does not fit in ; ÊCT0T]S lends no support whatever to this 
notion. But since TTOTÓV (and TTÓTOS?) exist, there is no need to postulate a *TTOTf). 
We shall rather assume that in áSrjTÚos f)Sè TTOTOÏO a bard, carried away by 
the ringing tone of ê8r|TUos, produced I8TÍTÚOS f)5é TTOT-T]T(U)OÇ with loss of 
the consonantalized u. He , or a successor, then ventured to form (3pwTÙv oûÔâ 
TTOTñroc (Od. 18.407). This would be a nice example of Leumann's principle 
in action. 

87 Note also êa-uév for *(CT)UÉV, severi for *évaí, etc. 
*8 See Frànkel, 7F28 , 1909, pp. 249 f.; Brugmann, Grundriss2 I I , 3, 1916, p . 447. But 

-O5CÚSOTOÜ does not presuppose *eÔcù5a or *ô5co6a, only ë§r)8a! Benveniste 
(BSL 59, 1964, p . 32) wishes to start from *ôdà but the Slavic *ëdâ, quoted as a 
parallel, is clearly dependent on the existence of the verb *ëdmi with the 
lengthened grade which does not exist in Greek. 

89 Schwyzer attempts to trace these reduplicated nouns to primary reduplicating 
onomatopoeics (Griech. Gramm. I , p . 423) but can hardly produce any convincing 
examples. 

40 Sommer, Nominalkomposita, 1948, p . 1 n. 3. 
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compositional lengthening, in crrevcoTrós «(with a) narrow (open
ing) », TTOÀucoTTÓs «with many holes, meshes» (SÍKTUOV), both in 
Homer. But there is no denying that the literal meaning is much 
more closely associated with COTT- (coirà, etc., with length from 
the compounds41) and the noun ÔTrcoTrr). Yet, the compound 
TTocp0£VOTriTTT|ç «one who ogles maidens» and the verb ÔTTITTSUCO 

are sufficient warning against regarding OTTCOTrf) as a reduplicated 
form. To be sure, Schwyzer states that ÔTTITTSUCO has its cVrr- from 
OTTCOTra while rrr- is from I-OTT-42. If true, this could mean that a 
reduplicated present tir- was «refreshed» to ÔTT-ÏTT- in the same 
way as was fjSa to gÔnÔa etc. But it seems quite unlikely that 
Skrt. iks- «see» (which is perhaps from a reduplicated *i-okw-s-) 
should be represented by tir-; besides, OTriTrsuco presupposes 
an adjective ÔTTITTOS (or a noun) but not a verb. If so, ÔTTÏTTO-

must represent the same type of compound as IULETCOTTOV Trpócrco-
TTOV. These are generally equated with the Sanskrit type seen in 
pratlka- «face» from proti-okw- (almost identical with irpóacoTrov)43. 
Now that the old preposition ÒTTI has reappeared in Mycenaean, 
it seems legitimate to conclude that ÔTTÏTTO- represents opi-(o)kwo-, 
A further variant appears in Myc. o-po-qo «horse's cheek-piece» 
from op-5kw-o- (Palmer). Since the historical form would be 
ÓTTCOTTOV, one cannot help concluding that ÔTrcoirf) itself is not a 
reduplicated *okw-ôkw- but a compound *op-5kw-. 

After the labialization of the Mycenaean labiovelare —-which 
probably took place soon after the break-up of the «empire»—• 
ÔTrcoTrr) changed its character completely. Whereas earlier it was 
merely a compound with -COTT-, now it inevitably became a «redu
plicated» form. Coupled with êÔcoSf), it would give the impres
sion that the root (êÔ- ÓTT-) was followed by its lengthened c-
grade variant. Interpreted in this way they could give rise to 
cxK-coK-fi and subsequently even to ay-coy-r). 

The aim of the preceding discussion has been to show how 
aycoyf) could emerge within the history of Greek. The facile pro-

Sommer's neuter *CUTT 'eye' (ibidem, p. 10) has a length that cannot he justified 
in a neuter; if it existed, it was *OTT. 
Griech. Gramm. I , p . 648, cf. also p . 350. 
See Wackernagel-Debrunner, Ai. Gr. I I 2, pp. 141, 156 f. On the Greek words 
see also Sommer, Nominalkomposita, p . 115 n. 1. 
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jection into Indo-European will; it is to be hoped, be abandoned 
now. But I cannot suppress certain misgivings. The noun áycoyr) 
is a noun of action, expressing in a nominal form the activity 
described by dyco; cf. siaocyccyr): eìaayco etc. In contrast to it, 
êÔcoSri and CCKOOK-T] are concrete nouns., «food» and «point» 
respectively., and it is difficult to see how they could have produced 
the pure abstract aycuyr). The explanation of àycoyoç or áycoyr] 
would be simplest if we could assume a type in -coyoç from -o-
ccyos, which succeeded the earlier (even Ur-Greek) type with 
-âyos from -o-âyoç. For in that case a ÎTrrrcoyoç,, e. g.̂  which was 
not quite clear^ could be «refilled» to ímr-ay-coyóc44. An interest
ing example of this process is presented by a group of abstracts 
in -oKGuxri? formed from £yo¿- As was shown by Wackernagel4 5 , 
early compounds with the «normal» abstract -oxr| from exco led,, 
in the case of prepositions ending in -a, to -ooxr) from -oc-oxr) ; 
cf. *ávcoxií from áva-oxn^ but Çuv-oxr). The contracted -cox1! 
was then «refilled» to -oxcoxr) > -OKCOX'H in the same way as 
êSscrroç replaced * euros, etc. 

Whatever the exact details of the process by which the early 
type in -âyoç came to be supplanted by the Classical -aycoyoç, 
this itself was soon to make room for -rjyoç in the well-defined 
circle of nautical terms. Here again the historian is faced with an 
intriguing question: why and where from does this new impulse 
come? 

In Attic itself the 5th century only uses the terms iTrrraycoyoç, 
OTTÀÏTaycoyoç, arraycoyóc, oívaycoyóc, etc., with or without vaOç 
(or TTÀOÏOV) . But from about the middle of the 4th century CTITOC-

ycoyoç begins to be replaced by aiTnyós (accompanied by 
crnriyéco., for earlier GïTocycoyécû, and anr iy ia ) , first attested 
(for us) in Demosthenes (arrnyoc 50.20; amiyéco 20.34; 34.36; 
oTTTiyía 56.11) but in continued use after him (Lycur. 27; Zenon 
Papyri). Similarly^, i-rnraycoyoc, used by Herodotus,, Thucydides^ 
Aristophanes and Demosthenes, also in inscriptions (IG I I 22, 
1620.14; 'IiTTTaycoyós, name of a ship), gives way to ÍTnrriyóSj 

The aorist-stem àyocy- could have produced àyocyoç or àyccyr) but it is impos
sible to see why and how these should have been ch?- ged to áycoyós/-r]. 
GGM 1902, pp. 739 f. = Kleine Schriften, pp . 129 s. - Benveniste, BSL 59, 1964, 
p . 32, would start from a perfect *ÓKCox°(-
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which appears in the inscriptions (IG I I 22, 1628.423; 1629.722, 
944: Tpiripnc íirrrriyóc) and Philochoros (132)46

J) Polybius (1.27.9) 
and Diodorus Siculus (20.83). 

In view of these facts we cannot say that -nyós «held its own 
as an attribute to boats»47. It is quite clear that ÍTnrriyós did not 
exist side by side with ÍTriraycoyós but emerged in the course of 
the 4th century and replaced ÍTriraycoyóc. If we can go by our 
fragmentary evidence, we may even conclude that ÍTnrrnyós was 
still unknown to (or not admitted by) Demosthenes who only 
uses ÍTtTraycoyós48. The model for this new formation can still 
be identified. 

For «one who carries cargoes, a merchant» the compound 
cpopTnyóc had been in use for a very long time. It occurs in Theog-
nis who speaks with disgust of the rich merchants lording it over 
their fellow-citizens (1.679: (popTnyoi 6' àpypvcnv), and in Simo-
nides (fr. 178 B)49, Aeschylus (fr. 263). The derivative (popTr)-
yiKOç is used of boats (nÀoïa) carrying loads, merchantmen, by 
Thucydides (6.88) and Xenophon (HG 5.1.21). But about the 
same time the basic word, cpopxriyoç, itself begins to be used in 
the same way. Our only piece of evidence for this period comes 
from Critias who speaks of aKorroi cpopTriyoi (fr. 2.12 DK) but 
there can be no doubt that this usage is directly continued by 
Polybius (1.52.6: vfj£ç) and then again by Diodorus Siculus (14. 55: 
TrÀoïa). The verb cpopTnyeoo is used from Herodotus onwards (2.96) 
and the abstract (popTnyia appears in Aristotle (Pol. 1258b 23). 

The chronology of these terms is, then, as follows: 

6th century ó <popTnyóc 

ÍTnraycoyós aiTaycoyós 
5th century 

cxKOCTOS qjopTnyóc 

mid-fourth century arrnyóc 
late fourth century iTror-nyós 

46 Müller, FHG I , p. 385, IV, p . 646. 
i! Wackernagel, Kleine Schriften, p . 956. 
48 Bjòrck is right in modifying Wackernagel's statement [Das Alpha impurum, 

p . 293) : «oder richtiger es (se. -nyós) ist wieder aufgelebt». 
49 But this can hardly be used if Bergk is right in attributing it to Asclepiades 

( = Anthol. Pal. 5.159). 
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We can hardly go wrong in taking this sequence at its face-value : 
cpopTnyoç first changed the fashion from criTaycoyós to aiTry/ós, 
then these two produced ÎTrirriyoç which slowly supplanted ÎTrrra-
ycoyoç. The intimate connection between <popTr¡yóc and its fol
lower arrnyoç is further illustrated by the appearance of CTITTÌ-

yéco and arrnyíoc (from mid-fourth century) following in the 
wake of copTnyeoo and çopTnyia. That the late fourth century 
is the time at which this change in fashion took place is empha
sized by the fact that the term iuarnyos vaOs «boat loaded with 
apparel» makes its first (and so far only) appearance in Theo-
phrastus50. Nor is it a coincidence that the next century brings 
Xop-rnyà TTÀoïa «hay-carrying boats». Around the beginning of 
our era GaAapvriyoc «carrying 0aÀa|Joi = house-boat» (vaOç, 
TTÀOÏOV) is coined (Strabo 17.1.15) and Plutarch even has àÀnyos 
(2.685e). All these words clearly preserve the old meaning of the 
suffix: «carrying something»51. I t is therefore rather surprising 
to find as a unique deviation the word TTOTaiinyos (oKaçr), Dion. 
Hal . 2.53; 55; 3.56) «going by river». 

This survey has brought out the important changes that took 
place in the compounds with áyco between the time of our earli
est records and the beginning of our era. As we have seen., the 
type in -âyoç^ inherited from Indo-European^ was,, under the 
influence of certain early terms., changed to -ayéTocç in the 
aristocratic term ÀâfâyeTâç. The fashion thus created was follow
ed by other terms., mostly cultic^ which survived the debacle 
of the Dorian invasion. But on the whole this disastrous event 
led to the remarkable reassertion of the old type in - âyoç : arpoc-
Táyós, (popTTiyoç., etc. are henceforth almost unchallenged. None
theless the weak frame of -"nyoç proved incapable of coping 

De lapidibus, p. 68. Wackernagel is surely right in saying (Kleine Schriften, p . 956) 
that we must read iucrrrnyos. 

For the proliferation of this type in the Post-Ptolemaic period note the compact 
semantic groups presented by the verbs âx^priyéco, Spayua-rnyeco, KOirpriyéoo, 
aaKKTiyeco. oraçuÀriyécu, xapix^yéco, \opTr\yé(xi,; and the nouns áuur iy ía , 
Ôpocy|JcnT|yia, KoirpTiyía, o ivnyía , crocKKriyía, x°PTriyícc» s e e L. R. Palmer, A 
Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 1, 1946, pp . 127 and 75. Unique forms like 
Ù5paycoyaoù (127) and TroiXTraycoyicc (75) are therefore even more remarkable 
archaisms. 
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with the increasing demand for clear compounds with the unmis
takable meaning «carrying» or «leading». Hence the 5th century 
saw the emergence of the more satisfactory forms -aycoyoç and 
-aycoyr'], and even the independent âycoyoç, áycoyf). The 4th 
century witnessed a reversal in the fortunes of this very productive 
suffix which is alive even today (demagogue, pedagogue). In 
one particular semantic fields that of shipping, the old and indis
pensable çopTnyoç proved of great resistance and even of consid
erable expansive force: it absorbed the old crrrotycoyoç and 
'TTTrayooyóSj substituting for them aiTr¡yóc, i-rrrrriyoç,, and this 
nucleus then went on expanding further. 

Once again., the Mycenaean evidence was of overriding im
portance. It was only with its help that we could decide what 
the structure of lâwâgetâs, kunagetâs was. A clearer assessment of 
the historical development than had been possible before could 
also be achieved on this foundation. 




